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About the Research

The Top Companies for Leaders study is the most compre-

hensive longitudinal study of talent management and leader-

ship practices around the globe. The first results, published 

in 2002, showed a link between financial success and great 

leadership practices; several “truths” or disciplines character-

ized Top Companies. The study was conducted again in 2003, 

2005, and 2007, and this research provided the foundation 

for our more comprehensive 2009 global study. This year, 470 

companies participated, each completing a detailed ques-

tionnaire. From those submissions, finalists were identified 

and hundreds of interviews were conducted with senior 

executives. From our research we are able to compare the 

talent management practices of the best companies around 

the globe on literally hundreds of data points. In our analysis, 

we found the gaps between the Top Companies and all 

others are often quite dramatic. 

In 2004, RBL’s Managing Director, Robert Gandossy, published 

Leading the Way: Three Truths for the Top Companies for 

Leaders. Dozens of articles based on Top Companies have 

been written since this time on topics ranging from double-

digit growth to high potentials to succession practices to 

leadership metrics. 

RBL conducts the study in partnership with Aon Hewitt and 

Fortune.

Top Companies for Leaders Global List

IBM, General Mills, Procter & Gamble, and Aditya Birla head 

the 2011 list of Global Top Companies for Leaders. One of the 

key themes in this round was a strong connection between 

business strategy and leadership strategy at Top Companies. 

Dave Ulrich, partner at The RBL Group and professor at the 

Ross School of Business, University of Michigan, said, “Leader-

ship is not just for employees anymore. Good leaders need 

to behave consistently with the expectations they create for 

the customers, investors and communities. When customer 

expectations drive leadership behaviors, a sustainable leader-

ship brand occurs.”

470

25

companies participated, 
each completing a detailed 
questionnaire. From those 
submissions, finalists were 
identified and hundreds of 
interviews were conducted 

with senior executives. 
Judges eventually 

determined the final list.
The Result:

Top Companies 
for Leaders.

Overview
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“Active involvement in leadership development at all levels is 

key to creating an organizational capability of leadership,” said 

Norm Smallwood, cofounder and partner at The RBL Group. 

“Boards are asking about leadership pipelines, CEOs and 

executive teams are leading talent reviews and considering 

the human capital implications of strategic directions, and 

leaders at all levels who are talent scouts, coaches, teachers, 

embody the firm’s leadership brand. This discipline around 

talent creates an organizational capability that runs through 

the entire organization and creates competitive advantage.”

All of the Global Top Companies have articulated a clear busi-

ness case for investing in leadership as a strategic imperative. 

Nearly 85 percent of Top Companies say their leaders can 

explain how the investment in leadership affects financial 

performance, while only 54 percent of all other companies in 

the study can say the same. In fact, 92 percent of Top Compa-

nies say their stakeholders understand how their leadership 

strategy creates value, compared to just 78 percent of all other 

organizations in the study. 

What We Know

We know a lot about what goes 
on inside great companies when 
it comes to leadership and talent. 
We know Top Companies significantly outperform companies 

in their industries. We know their practices and programs have 

a clear business purpose. They are not particularly sophisti-

cated or elegant nor are they put in place just because they are 

a “best practice.” Top Companies use simple ideas, and then 

execute them well. 

Their leaders fundamentally believe talent is key to sustained 

business results, and they model the behavior they expect of 

others. “Since the beginning of the study, we have shown that 

‘leaders lead the way,’’’ says RBL’s Gandossy, “but the gaps 

between Top Companies and other companies are, and have 

always been, dramatic.” 

Top Companies are very focused around defining leadership 

and high-potential, critical talent; what is expected of them; 

and how they accelerate the development of that talent. 

They use leadership as a strategic lever. As they alter strategic 

direction or priorities, they aggressively change expectations 

for leaders and develop needed skills and capabilities. We 

know how they use talent and leadership to grow in emerging 

markets. They use strong metrics to guide what they do and 

how they do it, and to better understand risk and vulnerabilities.

We know a lot about Top Companies for Leaders. The question 

is: How do they get there? This year’s study sheds light on 

the Path Forward for developing leadership capability—what 

Top Companies can do to continue to improve and what other 

companies can do to become a top company.

Featured on the next page is the    

complete list of the Top 25 Global    

Companies for Leaders.

Top Companies for Leaders

TOP 4

1 IBM

2 General Mills

3 Procter & Gamble

4 Aditya Birla Management Corp.
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Natura Cosméticos

Deere & Company

3M Company

Eli Lilly and Company

McKinsey and Company

L’Oréal

Unilever plc

Siemens AG

Intel Corporation

China Vanke Co., Ltd.

Wipro Limited

Bharti Aritel Limited

Novartis AG
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Featured below is the list of Top 25 Global Top Companies for Leaders. Conducted by The RBL Group in partnership 

with Aon Hewitt and Fortune, this list was selected by an independent judges panel, consisting of world-renowned 

authors, professors, business executives, and executive coaches.

IBM

General Mills, Inc.

The Procter & Gamble Company 

Aditya Birla Group 

Colgate-Palmolive Company

Hindustan Unilever

ICICI Bank Limited

McDonald’s Corporation

Whirlpool Corporation 

PepsiCo, Inc.

General Electric Company

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria S.A. (BBVA)

Top Companies    Leaders 2011
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The Path Forward: Becoming a Top 
Company for Leaders by Building a 
Leadership Brand

Top Companies understand that leadership 
creates value

Top Companies believe that generating market value is what should 

guide leadership development activities. All successful programs 

and initiatives for developing leadership talent at Top Companies 

are implemented to support important business needs. In fact, at 

Top Companies, these programs are not programs at all—they are 

essential processes for driving the business.

HR and leadership development actions are more outside-in at 

Top Companies—not just aligned with the business strategy. More 

importantly, they are designed to create market value. All Top 

Companies build leaders with their specific customers and markets 

in mind whereas other companies focus on more generic leadership 

capability. 

At Top Companies:

1. Leaders know external stakeholder expectations:  

•  Top Companies are two to three times more likely to include 

customer and investor perspectives in their development 

curriculum than other companies.

2. Leaders are expected to be what external stakeholders expect:

•  Competency models of Top Companies include customer and 

investor expectations.

3. Leaders must do the right things to generate confidence:

•  Top Companies report stronger reputation for leadership with 

external stakeholders than other companies.

Dave Ulrich points out that, “Leadership is not just for employees. 

Good leaders need to behave consistently with the expectations they 

create for the customers, investors and communities. When customer 

expectations drive leadership behaviors, a sustainable leadership 

brand occurs. Leaders at Top Companies implicitly understand this 

connection.”

Top Companies have more Leadership 
Brand

Leadership Brand exists when customers and investors perceive that 

your organization has built a superior capability than competitors to 

develop leaders who will deliver the right results the right way and in 

the future.

Leadership Brand is a disciplined approach to building an integrated 

capability to sustain ongoing business results.

HR & 
LEADERSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT 
ACTIONS

so that

MARKET 
VALUE

BUSINESS
STRATEGY

so
 th

at
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Top Companies get Leadership Brand by investing and aligning resources in six critical elements.

2
AGREEMENT ON 

WHAT OUR LEADERS 
MUST DO

1
BUSINESS CASE 
FOR LEADERSHIP

4
INVEST IN LEADERS

AND LEADERSHIP

5
MEASURE LEADERS
AND LEADERSHIP

6
ENSURE

REPUTATION

3
ASSESS LEADERS 
AND LEADERSHIP

Becoming a
TOP COMPANY

for leaders
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Building the Foundation for Becoming a Top Company for Leaders

Our research published in Fortune Magazine every two years has shown that the best companies for leadership in the 

world build and integrate six key elements to create a strong Leadership Brand to become a Top Company for Leaders.  

1
BUSINESS 

CASE  

2
AGREEMENT

3
ASSESS

4
INVEST

5
MEASURE

6
ENSURE  

REPUTATION

Top Companies have linked the need for leadership to their ability to deliver results 

now and in the future.

Top Companies have a defined competency model that describes a unified theory 

of what leaders at their organization should know, be, and do. And they use their 

competency models in all phases of talent and leadership development.

Top Companies assess both individual and organizational skills and experiences, 

evaluate the gaps, and create plans to close them.

Top Companies invest to acquire, develop, promote, and retain critical talent more 

effectively and more broadly than other companies. They focus on a few simple ideas 

and programs that are well executed.

Top Companies are more likely to have business-based measures for the organization 

and to hold leaders accountable for developing leadership capability, gauge progress 

on leadership initiatives, and assess risk and vulnerabilities.

Top Companies are more intentional about building a brand or promoting their reputa-

tion around talent and leadership.
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Top Companies have Built 
Business-Based Cases for 
Leadership

Top Companies Build Business Cases for Leadership 

that are Linked to Business Priorities

Most companies have a business case for leadership but Top 

Companies have a business case that is explicitly linked to 

financial performance—but, unlike many other companies, 

leadership investments are not slashed in bad economic times. 

Top Companies have a Clearer Line of Sight Between 

Specific Leadership Practices and the Business Strategy

Individual leadership practices are explicitly linked to business 

strategy in Top Companies:

Top Companies are also more likely to have developed a 

strategy for individual leadership practices (selection, assess-

ment, development, and succession) than other companies, 

and have explicitly aligned those practices to the overall 

business strategy.

An Understanding of how Leadership Creates Value 

Drives where Leaders Spend Their Time

A business case linking leadership to business outcomes 

creates significantly higher levels of commitment to investing 

a leader’s most precious resource—time—directly on leader-

ship activities.

Executives who understand how leadership drives better busi-

ness results will spend time on activities like talent reviews, 

succession planning, coaching, creating development plans, 

leading education programs, recruiting, or retaining critical 

talent. At every level and in every leadership activity, Top 

Companies have leaders who are more engaged in building 

leadership than other companies.

Leadership investments are not 
impacted by financial performance 66%

92%

Leadership metrics are included in 
the organization scorecard 67%

96%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

Leaders can explain how  leader-
ship investments affect financial 
performance 54%

84%

Other

Top Companies

Top Companies Others

Selecting leaders from within your organization 72% 41%

Selecting leaders from outside your organization 72% 34%

Assessing leaders 76% 42%

Developing leaders 80% 42%

Rewarding leaders 84% 42%

Engaging leaders 67% 39%

Identifying high-potential/critical talent 76% 39%

Retaining leaders 68% 36%

Top Companies with 
leaders spending > 20 
percent of their time

Other Companies with 
leaders spending > 20 
percent of their time

Board of Directors 58% 13%

CEO 76% 37%

Senior Management 76% 47%

Middle Management 60% 38%
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Top Companies Assess at Both 
the Individual and  
Organizational Levels

Top Companies have a larger menu of assessment options 

(360 surveys and feedback, personality inventories, assessment 

centers, behavioral interviews, and leadership simulations) for 

selection and development of leaders. 

All Top Companies (versus 56 percent of other companies) 

assess leadership capability as part of their succession 

planning process—allowing them to identify gaps and create 

organizational strategies to address critical shortages. They 

are also more likely (60% versus 40%) to measure the success 

of their succession planning process by assessing skill and 

experiences needed for the next-generation of leaders; assess-

ment is not just for individual development purposes at Top 

Companies, it is also an organizational diagnostic to address 

future organizational needs.

To be Effective, Everyone 
Needs to be Working Towards 
the Same Goal

Top Companies are more likely to have defined competency 

models that describes a unified theory of what leaders at their 

organization should know, what they should be, and what they 

should do.

Good Competency Models Include  

More than Just Generic Competencies 

Research shows that effective leadership comes from having 

identified and built both leadership fundamentals and leader-

ship differentiators:

The differentiation that creates value is based on customer 

and investor expectations.

30–40%

60–70%

Leadership
Competencies

Leadership Differentiators
Top Companies are more likely to 
emphasize differentiating  
competencies (88% vs. 69%).

Leadership Fundamentals
Top Companies have more of the 
leadership fundamentals (Leader-
ship Code) represented in their 
competency model (86% vs. 70%).

FIRM BRAND
[ How the firm wants to be know by customers ]

LEADERSHIP 
DIFFERENTIATORS

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

EMPLOYEE
ACTIONS
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Top Companies Invest More 
and Differently than Other 
Companies in Building  
Leadership Capability

Build 
 Talent

Boost
 Talent

Buy
 Talent

Bind
 Talent

Top Companies acquire, develop, promote, and retain talent 

more effectively and more broadly than other companies. We 

say they Build, Buy, Boost, and Bind talent. 

Top Companies Integrate Leadership Activities to 

Create Consistent Expectations and Results

Top Companies have integrated and aligned their model of 

effective leadership into more of their leadership processes:

Most companies have developed competency models, but Top 

Companies use them to align their leadership investments to a 

greater degree than other companies. 

Top Companies are much more likely to integrate their compe-

tency models into their internal selection process, performance 

reviews, base pay and bonus, external recruiting, development, 

succession and promotion, and long-term incentive plans. 

Top Companies Others

Recruiting leaders from outside the company 88% 65%

Selecting leaders from inside the company 96% 82%

High potential (or equivalent) identification 100% 81%

Placement of identified successors 100% 66%

Performance planning and reviews 88% 80%

360 feedback for development 88% 68%

360 feedback for performance management 60% 47%

Promotion decisions 92% 72%

Determining base pay 68% 54%

Determining annual incentive 80% 62%

Determining long-term incentive 84% 51%

Educating and developing leaders 100% 77%
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BUILD

BOOST

BUY

BIND

Top Companies Build leaders by:

•  Developing leaders to strengthen both fundamental and differentiating competencies.

•  Investing at all levels in the organization and extending their leadership practices further down the 

organization than other companies.

•  Having more options available to their employees and greater customization than other   

companies-—including more high-impact experiences for top talent.

Top Companies create a reliable pipeline of future leaders, Boosting individuals strategically 

through the organization by:

•  Dedicating resources to succession management practices.

•  Pushing the boundaries of traditional succession planning by:

•  Planning succession for senior leadership roles and other critical roles.

•  Including external talent pools and diversity goals.

•  Tightly linking succession to workforce planning.

Top Companies are better positioned to Buy the talent they want by:

•  Building stronger talent practices they have to buy less talent.

•  Focusing more on university recruiting and less on taking talent away from competitors.

•  Creating programs and practices that address needs that attract talent they are looking for.

Top Companies Bind top talent more effectively than other companies by:

•  Differentiating pay based on performance and potential.

•  Rewarding high performers at a higher rate than other companies.

•  Being more focused and disciplined around identifying and developing high-potential and critical talent 

they need now and in the future.

Top Companies invest to build, boost, buy, and bind talent more effectively and more 

broadly than other companies.
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Measuring Makes a Difference for Top Companies

Top Companies are more likely to have business-based 

measures for the organization and to hold individual leaders 

accountable for developing other leaders. Nothing character-

izes Top Companies’ disciplined approach to leadership and 

talent better than their approach to metrics. While even Top 

Companies have a ways to go, they are much farther along 

than other companies on what works and why.

Top Companies measure the effectiveness of their leadership 

programs as well as the overall strength of their leadership 

pipelines. They are more focused, disciplined, and continuously 

look to improve. The differences are striking.

Top Companies are more likely to:

measure overall effectiveness 
of strategic leadership progress 

on achieving strategic leadership 
objectives using specific criteria.

measure results of separate 
leadership development practices 

and measure results using 
first-order business measures 

(increased quality, etc.).

Room for improvement: All companies could improve by considering more external stakeholder measures.

A B

Measures the strength of 
leadership pipeline 60%

92%

Have specific criteria used 
regularly to measure the overall 
effectiveness in achieving 
strategic leadership objectives 73%

100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

Measures the diversity of 
leadership pipeline

Measures the retention of leaders

42%

92%

60%

All other companies

Top Companies

92%

Top Companies Develop Metrics and Analyses for Both the 
Organization and Individual Leaders
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Top Companies are More Inten-
tional About Building a Brand 
and Promoting Their Reputation 
as Factories for Leadership

Since the leadership practices at Top Companies are firmly 

rooted in the belief that leadership creates value, they are more 

deliberate in communicating the results of these practices to 

both internal and external stakeholders. Top Companies:

•  Are more intentional in their efforts to build reputation for 

leadership.

•  Are more likely to target external stakeholders in their 

communication efforts—a key to increasing intangible value.

•  Use more communication strategies to communicate the 

results of leadership investments.

Top Companies Use Measurement to Gauge  

Progress and to Hold Leaders Accountable

Leaders at Top Companies believe talent is important, and they 

put their money where their mouth is. They are much more 

likely to hold leaders accountable through compensation for 

developing direct reports (88% versus 38% of others); leaders 

are also rewarded for the strength of the talent pipeline in their 

business unit(s) (88% versus 49% of others). 

Rewarded (i.e., promotions, 
compensation) for the strength 
pipeline in their business units 49%

88%

Hold leaders accountable through 
compensation for developing 
direct reports 38%

88%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

All other companies

Top Companies

Top Companies

Systematically communicate with 
internal and external stakeholders 
about how leadership investments 
impact business results 61%

88%

Have intentional efforts to build 
reputation for leadership 66%

100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Take advantage of high visibility 
opportunities to promote their 
leadership capability 74%

88%

All other companies

Target communications to 
investors and analysts 48%

66%

Target communications to 
customers 69%

80%

Top Companies build their reputation as factories for leader-

ship by actively and systematically communicating to external 

stakeholders about their leadership capability and the business 

results that capability enables.

Top Companies
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